FAME RESIDENCES
EDSA, MANDALUYONG
LIFE IN THE SPOTLIGHT
CENTER OF ATTRACTION

Strategically located, Fame Residences rises in Central EDSA, providing you easy access to everything that matters. This ironic development offers an address that truly compliments a desired lifestyle. When you live at the center of it all, you live life in the spotlight.
SHINE AT THE SPOTLIGHT

Fame Residences was designed and created with you in mind. Its features and amenities are intended to provide utmost leisure, and opportunities for you to create extraordinary experiences worth talking about. Its proximity to key business districts and city hotspots make your life at Fame Residences exceptional, every day.
ILLUMINATING ICON

Have a glimpse of the life in glitz and glamour, with gold curtain walls that surround this luminescent development. Inspired by the entertainment industry’s zest of recognition, Fame Residences stands proud as the crowning glory of Central EDSA, a trophy providing a true sense of prominence to its residents.
A RED CARPET WELCOME

Experience an opulent welcome as you step inside the Grand Lobby. Delight your senses with the luxurious wall-to-wall interiors, as you walk towards the private elevator lobbies of each of the four towers. Receive your friends and family in style, with a home that speaks of elegance and sophistication.
WALK OF FAME

Walk right at the center of everything. Feel and see the beauty of living in Fame Residences as you strut in style along the ‘Walk of Fame’ catwalk from end to end.
LAP OF LUXURY

Take laps for a healthy morning start, or just lounge by the pool and enjoy the exceptional views the metro has to offer. Your need for a refreshing reprieve from the busy city life is sure to be addressed. At Fame Residences, life’s luxuries are at your doorstep.
Purposefully placed alongside the Lap Pools are the Kiddie Pools for your children’s delight. With covered canopies and lounge chairs surrounding the area, you can share more memorable outdoor experiences with your little bundles of joy, and have opportunities to create those picture perfect moments.
YOUR FUTURE SUPERSTAR

For kids that enjoy outdoor adventures, there is an open playground found at the center of tower 2 and 3, where your young ones can dream of becoming the next superhero or superstar. Your children’s limitless imagination and creativity thrive at Fame Residences.
FIERCE FITNESS

Stretch, lift and jump into a healthier you at the Outdoor Fitness Zone. Break a sweat using the cardio, strengthening or free weights equipment, and feel confident to face life head on.
LOUNGE IN LEISURE

Enjoy the perfect balance of nature and art. Relax at the outdoor lounge and be inspired by the verdantly landscaped spaces and architectural structures that surround you.
SPACE OF SOPHISTICATION

You will always have more reasons than one to celebrate. Delight in intimate gatherings with your loved ones at The Oscars Room or The Emmy Lounge, and revel achievements with friends and family at The Tony or Grammy Hall. At Fame Residences, celebration of life’s milestone are sure to become unforgettable.
2-BEDROOM END UNIT WITH BALCONY

± 38.68 SQM

Relish breathtaking unobstructed views of the city from your bedroom, with the floor-to-ceiling gold curtain windows of this special 2BR unit, and from the balcony, enjoy sweeping views of the dazzling city skyline.
AMENITY
1-BEDROOM UNIT

± 31.39 SQM

Design for the active achievers are these prime residential units that provide immediate access to the expansive amenity area. These special units provide a menu of choices on how to spend your day. Whatever your pleasure, this unit is the perfect complement to your dynamic lifestyle.
BEDROOM SUITES

SMDC Family Suites offer the ideal unit layout perfect for your ever changing lifestyle. Designed with a flexi area, get to enjoy an extra livable space that can house your necessities.

A studio for creative yuppies, an entertainment room for newlyweds or a nursery for young parents expecting their first child... Whatever stage in life you are in, your unit has the space to accommodate the things that matter most.
FAMILY SUITES - A
24.20 SQM
FAMILY SUITES - B
24.05 SQM
Personal Efficiency and Professional Achievement made possible. Because striking that balance between a demanding work schedule and an exciting social life is key to a life of glitz and glamour, FAME RESIDENCES takes it up a notch by providing residents with front desk and handyman services to aid its residents as they go about their daily pursuit of that life in the spotlight.
Under SMDC Premier, urban living is taken to a new level of elegance built on the success and reliability of the SMDC brand. SM Development Corporation (SMDC) is a leading developer of world-class residences in the Philippines. It commits itself to provide access to luxurious urban living through vertical villages perfectly integrated with a commercial retail environment, giving residents access to a truly cosmopolitan lifestyle. SMDC properties are strategically situated in key areas across Metro Manila.